Math Finals Tutoring!

Need help studying for math finals? The UC Davis Math Grad students are offering their tutoring services to you!

What:
Tutoring by UCD Grad students!
Math 12, 16ABC, 17ABC, 21ABCD
Practice finals will be provided!

(Suggested donation of*) $10 for a full day of tutoring!

When/Where:
Saturday, December 7th and Sunday, December 8th
10 am – 4 pm (both days)
Mathematical Sciences Building
Room 1147

Hosted by and proceeds go to The Galois Group, the graduate student association for the UC Davis Mathematics Department. *$10 suggested donation allows for a single all-day admission, not required for entry. Payable via Cash or Venmo: @ucdgaloisgroup.
Questions? Contact Ray at rresguerra@math.ucdavis.edu